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Kolderstok Modelbouw’s
“DUYFKEN” (Little Dove)

Photos and commentary by Ian Nolan
This little Dutch ship is significant not just to Australian maritime history, but it recalls Australian history back to the very first recorded
European contact with this Continent and its native population.
Every year around spring, Spanish and Portuguese sailors saw large
numbers of sea animals and waterfowl migrate south, for them to
return in the winter months. These animals had to have breeding
grounds somewhere in the south, so the justified assumption was
that this had to be an unknown southland, Terra Incognita or Terra
Australis.
In 1605, Duyfken left the docks of Bantam and sailed east towards
Nova Guinea before heading south and in 1606, anchored at Pennefather River (approximately 100 kms north of present day Weipa).
The first encounter with the new land was not encouraging; due to skirmishes with native people, but it was the first European contact with a millenia old land and its original inhabitants.
Early Portuguese maps already had some reference to Australia, but it was the crew of Duyfken
who mapped large parts of the west coast of Cape York, and for the first time referred to Nova
Hollandia on the map. Continuing south, the ship was running short of potable water and
Duyfken was forced to turn back. Her captain, Willem Jansz (or Janszoon) named this turning
point ‘Keerweer’ (turnback) and to this day is called Cape Keerweer which is approximately 400
kms south of Weipa.
Between 1997 and 1999 a replica of the Duyfken was built in Fremantle, this replica is now
berthed at the Australian National Maritime Museum at Darling Harbour in Sydney.
The replica of Duyfken is based predominantly on designs and drawings by Nick Burninham, but
there has been some discussion about the historical accuracy of those designs. The Kolderstok
kit disagrees with a number of significant changes to that design.
These changes are based on books written in the 17th century about Dutch vessels, mainly one
by Nicolaes Witsen, and one by Cornelis van Yk.
Both described how ships were built, how they came to specific dimensions and how the different parts of the ship were constructed and placed. There is also a second source, the paintings
by the Van de Veldes (father and son - the elder and the younger) do provide a clear view of the
ship’s lines and rigging etc.
The model:
I decided on this model because I was looking for something historically connected to Australia
but not the usual model that everybody else was building. I became aware that Hans van Nieuwkoop of Kolderstok had researched this historic material in designing his kits and was single
hull planking available in oak timber which made the build even more authentic and exciting.
It is a 1:50 scale model with a total length of 65cm, width of 25cm and height of 55cm.
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cont. from p. 1
1.
After unboxing and ticking off the parts list, I’m good to go. This is my forth model and I
found the 68 page instruction book is written in easy to understand English and impossible
to understand Dutch and German. Building previous models, has subconsciously forced me
to study photos and diagrams because of the lack of English explanations. This approach
occasionally got me into trouble because I looked instead of read. The kit also comes with
10 A3 size sheets of diagrams focusing on masts; yards; rigging and belaying points etc. Also a huge 1:1 diagram for the sails.

2.

The numbered ply frames and MDF deck had easy to follow instructions.

cont. p. 32.
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cont. from p. 2
3.
The stern section comprised of
three parts that required planking to be
cut and glued in four different directions.
.

4.
I’ve deviated from the plans by
raising the sides to the grating. The
forward hatch is open with a ladder,
ropes and barrel down below. The
rear hatch is unchanged. A black
marker was used for the edges of the
Abachi decking. Double thickness
deck planks are laid left and right of
the main hatch along the full length of
the main deck to strengthen the ship’s
structure. I found the Abachi planks in
the kit were inconsistent in their thickness resulting in an uneven deck. I’ve
since been advised Kolderstok has
addressed this issue with their supplier and the uneven thickness of the
Abachi planks happens less frequently. However, the planks may still have minor sawing marks that can be easily removed with
some sanding.
5
At the time of purchase, the kit was
sold with an option for either Oak or Walnut planking.
I chose Oak (W: 6mm x T: 1.6mm) over
Walnut to plank the hull because I believe
it was the most popular material used in
the 17th century.
After soaking the oak in water, I found it
easy to shape and because of its thickness it allowed for some aggressive sanding. I also packed balsa wood fore and aft
to increase the attachment points for the
single planked ship.
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6.
Stern door with overlapped cladding made and cut to size. Another deviation was to lay three oak with two
walnut planks at the base of the main
mast. Walnut putty was used in lieu of
wood for the tree nails.

7.
Individual oak planks continue
up the sides of the upper decks.

8.
Four gun ports cut out and four
dummy ports scored with a bradawl.
An additional layer of oak planking,
painted dark brown and deep red.
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cont. from p. 4
9.
Whipstaff, pumps, windlass and
kitchen had to be individually constructed before being positioned. Rope coils
and eye pins installed to the dummy
gun ports.

10. First sanding completed with
half round file and medium 240 paper.
The stern doors painted and installed
with hinges made from trimmed Abachi wood. Random scarf joins are
scratched into the hull using a bradawl.

11. Further sanding with 240 and
120 paper. Three wales soaked in water prior to bending and gluing to both
sides of the hull. The upper sides of
the hull are painted ivory and timber
strips were painted separately in dark
red and glued as seen in the photo.
The outer edge of the fore and quarter
decks were soaked, shaped, glued
then painted yellow in place. Various
sized knightheads had to be constructed and drilled before setting in
place.
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cont. from p. 5
12. Two strips of Oak for the beakhead had to be soaked, bent and painted dark red and yellow prior to positioning into the instructed holes. I found
constructing the beakhead tedious and
cumbersome because the Oak had a
mind of its own.

13. The glue for the dark red posts
and rails kept breaking free when fiddling around with the beakhead. The
Oak timber refused to sit in the right
position. I became aware Oak has
tighter fibres and learnt to pay closer
attention to this detail. I’m glad that
phase is done!

14. Two Abachi deck planks painted
dark red and blue then glued vertically
between the two wales as pictured.
Similarly, three Abachi planks are
painted dark red, blue and ivory and
glued at a 45 degree angle onto the
upper bulwark. Oak hull planking was
painted dark red for the construction
of the posts and rails.
Instructions and photos for the resin
ornaments are comprehensive and
easy to follow. However the result
may vary because it depends entirley
on your competency level in fine art.
I cut the wales to seat and glue the
deadeye holders directly to the hull.
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15. Four guns are standard with an
option of an additional four with Kolderstok’s kit. I chose four guns and followed the dedicated diagram to rigging
the guns. I was surprised to see the
omission of the rope around the guns
button. Maybe its not required because
of the guns size and lack of recoil. Or
maybe its common in Dutch gun rigging!

16. Deviations from the instructions
include raised edges and wider capping around the main hatch; oak with
walnut inserts to the main mast base;
open grate on the quarter deck.
The double planks to the left and
right of the main hatch and quarter
deck grate, is designed to reinforce
the ship’s structure.

17. A storm water fitting I found in
the shed makes the perfect waterline marker. Its easy to adjust to
any height with a long even edge. It
also has a wide, level recessed
base that glides easily. I mixed a bit
of yellow with white until I was happy with the ivory colour. Clear polyurethane with a satin finish was applied to bare timber surfaces.
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18. Three thicknesses of dark brown
thread is supplied for the standing rigging .8mm; .5mm and .3mm. Black
bee’s wax was applied to the thread to
increase stiffness restrict fraying.
Deadeyes fitted to the crosstree and the
lower end tied to the futtock staves
which are glued to the shrouds.

19. Another option available for this
kit is between authentic and basic
blocks.
I opted for the authentic blocks because they look awesome. Unfortunately, these are currently unavailable
due to the situation in Ukraine.

20. Brown thread used for the topgallant shrouds and
white thread used to rig the deadeyes. Ratlines made
from .5mm brown thread along with .3mm when getting
nearer to the cross tree.
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cont. from p. 8
21. A block on the front of both sides
of the crosstree is used to haul the anchor. I’m not familiar with this method of
deploying the anchor. Maybe the davit
was a later invention.

22. Almost ready for the sails

23. The sails are a very good quality which are thoughtfully presented with easy to follow
instructions printed on the reverse side. Coupled with 1:1 scale plans makes the task simpler for those with limited sewing skills. Luckily, I have a skilled wife. A blanket stitch is used
for thread around the edges of the sails as well as attaching to the yards.
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cont. from p. 9

24. Two rows of parrels with ribs
were used on the fore and main
yards. Single rows were used
without ribs on the topsails and
mizzen yards.

25.

FINSHED!!

A very enjoyable five months with periods of inactivity. I’m not an experienced modeller
with a specialised workshop - I haven’t got the space in a small villa. I set up a temporary
workspace outside full of natural sunlight and “wife friendly” for sanding and painting.
Kolderstok’s Duyfken also gave me the freedom to try different techniques and personalising
my ship by constructing parts from scratch when I deviated from the instructions. I’m now
looking forward to my next build!
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